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Controversies in Science

It’s a Boy! Gender Expectations Intrude
on the Study of Sex Determination

Caitilyn Allen

Femaleness is a deformity, albeit one that occurs in the ordinary course of nature.
—Aristotle

Introduction

The practice of science can be distorted by bias at
multiple levels. Bias can intrude at any point along the

process spanning the formulation of a hypothesis, design of
experiments testing that hypothesis, interpretation of the re-
sulting data, and development of broad explanatory models.
Less obvious, however, are the biases that limit which ques-
tions are asked in the first place. The absence of any research
focus on a problem can go unnoticed. But who does determine
which issues are interesting and which are not worthy of
scientific investigation? The study of human sex determina-
tion offers an example of this type of invisible bias. While
extensive research has focused on the developmental path-
way leading to a male baby, surprisingly little effort has gone
into understanding how a human embryo becomes female.

Early in human development, male and female embryos
cannot be distinguished from each other. In their abdomens
are structures, charmingly named the indifferent gonads,
that will eventually become the reproductive organs. Then,
around 40 days after conception, something happens. The
indifferent gonads gradually become either ovaries or testes.
In the female, a nearby structure called the Mullerian duct
differentiates into the fallopian tubes, uterus, cervix, and
upper vagina, while another nearby structure called the
Wolffian duct degenerates. In the male, the Wolffian duct
becomes the epididymis, the vas deferens, and the seminal
vesicles, and the Mullerian duct degenerates. As the fetus
continues to grow, an indeterminant nub of external tissue
grows either into a clitoris, vulva, and lower vagina or into a
penis and scrotum (Fausto-Sterling, 1992). What does initiate
these changes and determine the sex of the embryo? The
answers depend on when and where the question is asked.

In this essay, I argue that social gender expectations have
confounded the study of biological sex determination. This
confusion leads to a distorted research focus wherein biologists
essentially ignored half the process of human sex determina-
tion. Further, a combination of two forms of social bias gener-
ated an erroneous biological paradigm concerning this process.
The first bias arose from the misclassification of intersex indi-
viduals as males or females, usually depending on whether
or not a plausible penis was present. The second source of bias
was the unexamined working assumption that, just as men
are expected to be socially dominant and women are stereo-
typically socially passive, the biological process by which the
developing embryo becomes male must be active, while the
biological process of becoming female must be passive.

Humans have long wished to understand and control the sex
of their offspring. This desire arose from agricultural prefer-
ences for more productive cows and hens over bulls and
roosters, as well as parents’ desire for sons to work the land and
inherit titles or property. Despite an abiding interest in the
problem of how sex was determined, until the early 20th cen-
tury the process remained so obscure that the question gave
rise only to what we would now regard as crackpot theories.

An early attempt at a scientific explanation was put for-
ward by Aristotle (1984), who believed that a woman was a
defective male, an inherently flawed creature defined by
what she lacked. ‘‘We must look upon the female character
as being a sort of natural deficiency,’’ he explained; for a
more thorough consideration of Aristotle’s views on the bi-
ology of the sexes, see Tuana (1989). The bilateral symmetry
of the human form, combined with the existence of two
sexes, suggested an obvious mechanism of sex determina-
tion. Perhaps one testicle gave rise to girl children and the
other produced boys? Appalachian folk wisdom asserts that
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a man who loses one testicle will subsequently sire children
of only one sex (Katherine Knotts, Leadmine, West Virginia,
personal communication to the author).

At the beginning of this century Dr. William Kraft, editor
of The American Physician, believed that he had ‘‘at last
pierced the veil which surrounded the mystery of sex de-
termination.’’ Interestingly, Kraft attributed the power of
determining sex to the ovum, which he believed went
through different ‘‘seasons of sex’’ every 6 h as the tide rose
and fell. Dr. Kraft’s argument, articulated in a book pub-
lished in 1908, went as follows: (1) Males are better adapted
to survive hardship than females (he felt this axiom was self-
evident and needed no proof ); therefore, (2) more males are
conceived during times of hardship, while females predom-
inate during conditions of plenty. He then postulated that:
(3) In the evolutionary past, hardship corresponded to floods
while plenty resulted from low water, and he further pos-
tulated that: (4) The modern equivalent of flood and low
water is the tidal cycle. Based on this line of reasoning, he
asserted (without benefit of any empirical supporting data)
that if ‘‘conjuction’’ between the sexes occurs during the
rising tide in a given part of the world, male offspring would
result. Fertilization while the tide is going out will produce
female offspring (Kraft, 1908).

The Feminizing X Chromosome

A more data–driven understanding of sex determination
emerged with the discovery of chromosomes and the blos-
soming in the 1920s of cytogenetics (the study of chromo-
somes under the microscope). Cytogeneticists observed that
cells from a male contain one X and one Y chromosome,

while cells from females have two X chromosomes. Until
1959, scientists assumed that sex was determined in humans
as it is in the fruit fly, the organism on which many path-
breaking genetic studies were done in the first half of the
20th century. In fruit flies, sex is determined by the ratio of X
chromosomes to the other chromosomes. Thus, fruit flies are
female if they carry a double dose of X chromosomes; con-
versely, if there is only one copy of the X chromosome, an
individual is male.

This understanding was based on the discovery of fruit flies
that carried abnormal numbers of sex chromosomes, rather
than the usual pair of either XX or XY. Biologists observed
that an XXY fruit fly is female, while a fruit fly is male if it has
only one X chromosome and no Y chromosome (technically
known as an XO individual). In other words, the number of X
chromosomes controlled the sex; the presence or absence of
the Y chromosome had no apparent effect. This model was
known as the balance theory of sex determination. In the
absence of any direct evidence concerning sex determination
in humans, biologists concluded, ‘‘We may assume that this
balance theory of sex holds for man [sic]’’ (Stern, 1949).

Notwithstanding its even-handed name, scientific discus-
sions of the balance theory portrayed human sex determi-
nation in terms of a struggle between undefined male and
female forces. A medical genetics text explained, ‘‘A pre-
ponderance of femaleness over maleness leads to a female,
while a preponderance of maleness over femaleness leads to
a male. . . .One X is insufficient to outweigh the influence of
male determiners, but two X’s are able to do so’’ (Stern,
1949). A general biology text described the ‘‘masculinizing
effect’’ that must be ‘‘sufficiently strong to override the
feminizing influence of the X-chromosome’’ (Weisz, 1959).

FIG. 1. Parallel models of female and male embryonic sex development.
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The Dominance of the Y Chromosome

The balance paradigm of sex determination in humans
was overturned in 1959. In that year, scientists discovered
several people with abnormal numbers of sex chromosomes
who did not appear as the fruit fly–based balance model
predicted. One paper identified an XXY person who had a
penis and scrotum ( Jacobs and Strong, 1959), while a second
described an XO individual with vulva and vagina (Ford et
al., 1959). These examples strongly suggested that instead of
being determined by the number of X chromosomes as it is in
the fruit fly, human sex was determined by the presence or
absence of the Y chromosome. Put another way, Aristotle
was right: females could be defined by what they lacked.

This evidence spawned a powerful, new developmental
paradigm that has gone largely unchallenged to date. In this
paradigm, maleness was dominant over femaleness, in the
genetic sense of the word. What is genetic dominance? Hu-
mans carry two versions (alleles) of most genes; one copy is
inherited from the mother and the other comes from the
father. In some cases, one version is expressed while the other
is silent; the silent version is said to be recessive, while the
one that is expressed is called dominant. A familiar example
is that of eye color, where brown eye color is usually dom-
inant over blue. It is important to note that the relatively
simple dominant=recessive model does not accurately de-
scribe the interactions between most pairs of human genes.
Many genes are codominant, or have complex or additive
effects.

The idea that the presence of a Y chromosome was suffi-
cient to produce a male made intuitive sense, possibly be-
cause maleness is implicitly defined in terms of the presence
of a penis. Physicians treating children born with ambiguous
genitals often assign as sex to the affected child based on the
size and appearance of the penis=clitoris. If the structure is
large enough, the child is labeled male; however, if the
structure is considered too small to make a plausible penis, it
is usually surgically removed and the child is surgically and
hormonally constructed as a female (albeit often without the
capacity for orgasm) (Wijngaard, 1997). Even at the level of
single-cell organisms, the operational definition of maleness
is revealingly phallocentric. When microbiologists discov-
ered that bacteria can take up DNA in a process that is far
from analogous to sex (as no ‘‘baby bacterium’’ results—
rather, a fragment of DNA passes from donor to recipient),
the donor bacterium, which transfers DNA through a pilus
tube, was immediately labeled male, while the recipient
bacterium was labeled female (Spanier, 1995).

The dominant Y model of sex determination was also
congruent with the concepts emerging from the study of
hormones in male and female development. Wijngaard
(1997) suggests that ‘‘scientists regarded development of the
male as a modification of female development: male genitalia
are created by the addition of ‘something masculine’ (i.e.,
androgens).’’

One researcher framed the issue more antagonistically:

The ‘‘battle of the sexes’’ begins early in intrauterine
life. Gestation takes place in a maternal estrogenic
environment. Thus it becomes necessary, in dealing
with male embryos, to have some factors to counteract
this influence, else all individuals, irrespective of ge-
notype, would be born as female. (Meyer, 1966)

Textbook language suggests that biologists saw the Y
chromosome as a surrogate for the male gender in a social
setting. Keeton’s widely used introductory biology text ex-
plained, ‘‘The human Y chromosome bears genes with strong
male-determining properties [my emphasis], and it is the
presence of the Y that determines maleness and its absence
that determines femaleness’’ (1972). Perhaps because it was
consistent with the social ideal of active male leadership at
the time, biologists embraced evidence that the active mas-
culine Y chromosome was dominant over the passive femi-
nine X chromosome. The virile Y chromosome set the agenda
and controlled development. So appealing was this model
that biologists ignored conflicting evidence suggesting the
existence of a corresponding active female developmental
pathway directed by a complex, interactive regulatory web
of its own. The metaphor took over.

The developmental mechanism resulting in a female was
not given much attention either in the literature or in the
laboratory. Female development was described as the pas-
sive default outcome if no Y chromosome was present to
activate the male developmental pathway. A 1973 biology
text discussed sex determination without even mentioning
the possibility of femaleness: ‘‘In humans, it is the presence
or absence of the Y chromosome that determines maleness’’
(Wasserman, 1973).

Possibly because it was seen as a passive process, research
did not focus on the genetics of female development. Rather,
it seemed logical and easier to try to identify the ‘‘gene for
maleness’’ from the Y chromosome, since it conferred an
attribute that was easily measured. It is also possible that
unconsciously, biologists assumed that understanding male
development was the more significant and interesting
problem. The hypothetical gene for maleness on the Y
chromosome was known as testis-determining factor (TDF).
As sophisticated molecular biology techniques made it pos-
sible to isolate and characterize individual human genes,
several research groups entered a race to clone TDF.

The Discovery of Sex-Determining Region of Y:
The Dominant Y Paradigm Reinforced

After a false start (Page et al., 1987), in 1990 a 10-member
British team isolated a candidate gene from the Y chromo-
some and named it sex-determining region of Y (SRY) (Sin-
clair et al., 1990). This gene fit the expectations for the TDF in
several important ways. First, the gene was both male specific
and evolutionarily conserved. Genes resembling SRY were
found on the Y chromosomes of all mammals tested. Second,
the presence or absence of SRY correlated with sex in humans.
Some XY individuals who lacked SRY looked female, while a
group of XX humans who appeared male or ambiguous car-
ried a piece of the Y chromosome that included SRY, sug-
gesting that SRY alone was enough to confer maleness or at
least disrupt normal female development (Sinclair et al., 1990).
Third, the expression pattern of the gene was consistent with a
role in sex determination. The mouse gene equivalent to SRY
was turned on in the indifferent gonad just at the critical
moment when the testes begin to develop (Koopman et al.,
1990). Finally, addition of the SRY gene to XX mice made
them develop male reproductive structures (Koopman et al.,
1991). Collectively, these findings established that SRY plays
a key role in the differentiation of males.
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Further, the structure of the SRY protein hinted at its
function. Part of SRY looks very much like a group of pro-
teins known to control gene expression; in particular, it bears
a striking resemblance to the proteins that regulate mating
type in baker’s yeast (which is somewhat analogous to sex as
one organism of each mating type is required to form sexual
spores) (Sinclair et al., 1990). Consistent with such a regula-
tory role, some evidence suggests that SRY controls expres-
sion of a key male developmental pathway hormone called
mullerian-inhibiting substance (MIS) (Haqq et al., 1994). Re-
call that early in embryonic development, males and females
have both Mullerian ducts and Wolffian ducts. In females,
the Mullerian duct develops into the fallopian tubes and
uterus, while the Wolffian duct degenerates. In males, the
Wolffian duct eventually becomes part of the male repro-
ductive system, while the Mullerian duct degenerates. Thus
MIS, the signal that causes Mullerian ducts to regress, is
considered a crucial switch in male development.

All in all, the discovery of SRY gratified the expectations
created by the dominant Y model and reinforced it sub-
stantially. If SRY was a regulatory protein that initiated
testicular development and triggered MIS production, this
explained perfectly how the Y chromosome could switch on
the male developmental pathway (and perhaps switch off
the female pathway). Several review articles were published,
listing the convincing accumulated data in a satisfied tone
that suggested a tidy conclusion to the study of sex deter-
mination (Goodfellow and Lovell-Badge, 1993; Hawkins,
1994). But despite all this detailed information about male
sex determination and differentiation, very little was known
about female sex determination or development. Was this
because, as the textbooks suggested, there was nothing to
learn? Or did the female developmental pathway remain in
the shadows because of a lack of research into the area?

Intersexuality: The Data That Were Ignored

It would be hard to exaggerate the importance of assign-
ing gender in human social interactions. We feel a pressing
need to define each individual as either male or female, and
any person whose gender is ambiguous makes us uncom-
fortable and even anxious (Fausto-Sterling, 1992, 1993). Just
as there are people whose social gender is unclear, there are
individuals whose biological sex is neither male nor female.
Our social discomfort with ambiguous gender may be re-
flected in biological science’s unwillingness to accept intersex
individuals and incorporate them into working models
about sex determination.

Such intersex people are relatively frequent; depending on
the precise definition, about five children in every thousand
are intersex (Fausto-Sterling, 1993; Blackless et al., 2000).
When a child is identified as intersex, physicians typically
plan a course of surgeries and hormone treatments to make
the child appear either male or female to whatever degree is
possible. (For further discussion of treatment of intersex in-
dividuals, see A.D. Dreger, this volume.) However, no
matter what clinical approach parents and doctors choose for
intersex babies, the fact of their existence has biological sig-
nificance. By forcing intersex individuals into the bipolar
conceptual categories of male or female, biologists missed
the important clues their condition offers about normal hu-
man sex determination. Labeling XXY intersex individuals as

male and XO intersex individuals as female generated a
straightforward and appealing model in which sex was de-
termined by the presence or absence of the Y chromosome.
But as we will see, this simplistic model glosses over a more
complicated and interesting reality.

A rigidly bipolar view of the sexes underlies the ‘‘domi-
nant Y’’ model of sex determination. This model is based on
the assumption that an XO individual is a normal female.
Indeed, the original paper describing the XO condition made
this assumption explicit in its last sentence: ‘‘In conclusion, it
should be emphasized that the XO patient should not be
referred to as an instance of ‘sex reversal,’ as a ‘chromosomal
male,’ or as a ‘genetic male’: she is a female, with an ab-
normal genotype’’ (Ford et al., 1959). Were that actually the
case, one could safely conclude that the absence of a Y
chromosome results in a female even if there is only one copy
of the X chromosome. However, this is at best an oversim-
plification and arguably wholly inaccurate. Genetic anoma-
lies involving loss or gain of whole chromosomes or parts of
chromosomes have serious global effects on human devel-
opment. (A familiar example is Down’s syndrome, in which
duplication of a chromosome results in subnormal intelli-
gence and a suite of associated physical disorders.) Thus it is
not surprising that XO individuals are not normal females.

In fact, long before the genetic nature of the affected in-
dividuals was known, the XO condition was recognized as a
congenital condition called Turner syndrome. In addition to
lacking a second sex chromosome, people with Turner syn-
drome are usually short in stature, have abnormal fingers
and toes, and do not go through puberty, menstruate, or
develop secondary sex characteristics such as breasts and
body hair. They are always sterile. Arguably, such individ-
uals are not female, but rather intersex. Some characteristics
associated with Turner syndrome, like not menstruating, are
more ‘‘male’’ than ‘‘female.’’ However, individuals with
Turner syndrome have no penis, which sufficed for re-
searchers to classify them as female.

Similarly, XXY individuals were described as male, and
their supposed maleness was used to argue that even in the
presence of two X chromosomes, a Y chromosome could
confer maleness. But like those with XO, XXY individuals are
also intersex. Their condition, known as Klinefelter’s syn-
drome, results in little or no facial hair, a high-pitched voice,
small testes, breast development, and abnormal testicular
tissue that cannot produce sperm, making them sterile. In
addition, affected individuals often also have abnormally tall
stature and subnormal intelligence1 ( Jacobs and Strong,
1959). Nonetheless, because they have a penis, XXY indi-
viduals were classified as biologically male.

Thus, the dominant Y chromosome model of sex deter-
mination derived from a misclassification of XO individuals

1It is worth noting that the discovery of humans with sex chro-
mosome anomalies also generated hypotheses about the role of these
chromosomes in behavior. If the Y chromosome was the agent of
biological maleness, might it also be responsible for causing stereo-
typic male social behavior? During the late 1960s it was suggested that
the extra Y chromosome carried by XYY individuals made them vi-
olent and aggressive. This theory arose from the observation that XYY
individuals were more likely to be institutionalized than comparable
XY men. However, a careful analysis revealed that low intelligence,
not unusual aggressiveness, explained the disproportionate repre-
sentation of XYY individuals in institutions (Witkin et al., 1976).
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as female and XXY individuals as male, when they are in fact
neither male nor female, but intersex.

The Invisible Genes for Femaleness?

The SRY=dominant Y model ignores a substantial body of
contradictory data. Recently, it has become clear that female
development is also an active process, directed by a regula-
tory circuit analogous to that controlling the male develop-
mental pathway. Indeed, dating back to 1978, the scientific
literature documents several dozen XY individuals who
carried an intact SRY gene, but were nevertheless apparently
female (German, 1978; Bardoni et al., 1994). How could such
‘‘sex reversed’’ people exist if SRY was the sole determinant
of maleness and lacking SRY made you female? Until 1989,
very little notice was taken of this incongruent phenomenon.

It emerged that these XY ‘‘females’’ resulted when a region
of the X chromosome was duplicated. Males who inherit an
abnormal X chromosome carrying two copies of a gene
known as DAX-1 appear to be female, even though they still
carry SRY on their Y chromosome (Bardoni et al., 1994). Since
one copy of DAX-1 is normally present on a male’s X chro-
mosome, DAX-1 appeared to cause male-to-female sex rever-
sal only when there were two copies; in genetic terminology,
it is a dosage-dependent gene.2 Although duplication of
DAX-1 causes sex reversal of XY individuals, XX individuals
carrying an extra copy of DAX-1 are normal, fully fertile
females (Muscatelli et al., 1994).

Interestingly, just as development proceeds normally in
females lacking SRY, deletion of DAX-1 does not appear to
affect human male sexual development (Swain and Lovell-
Badge, 1999). If this gene had been discovered first, could it
have been described as an active switch turning on the fe-
male developmental pathway and turning off the male de-
velopmental path? Could its existence have been used to
argue that male development in the absence of two copies of
DAX-1 must be passive and automatic?

As SRY is located on the Y chromosome, DAX-1 is found
on the X chromosome in all mammals (though there is no
obvious biological reason why this must be so; indeed in
marsupials, the DAX-1 equivalent lies on one of the nonsex
chromosomes). DAX-1 is expressed early in the developing
gonad at the same time and for the same period as SRY
(Swain et al., 1998). Finally, also like SRY, DAX-1 encodes a
regulatory protein that can control the expression of other
genes (Muscatelli et al., 1994; Iyer and McCabe, 2004). It is
clear that DAX-1 affects expression of a broad range of im-
portant developmental steps. One of the genes affected by
DAX-1 encodes a recently identified signaling protein called
WNT4, which plays a role in female development somewhat
analogous to that of MIS in male development.

WNT4 is not required for male development: XY mice
lacking WNT4 have a normal male reproductive system.
However, XX mice without WNT4 are abnormal and inter-

sex. Their gonads produce testosterone as well as the usual
estrogens, their Mullerian ducts do not form, and their Wolf-
fian ducts do not regress as they normally should (Vainio
et al., 1999). These characteristics indicate that WNT4 is re-
quired for such crucial events in female development as for-
mation of the Mullerian duct, regression of the unneeded
Wolffian duct, and suppression of gonadal testosterone pro-
duction. In short, WNT4 participates in an active female de-
velopmental pathway wholly inconsistent with the passive
default system postulated in the dominant Y model.

Biologists studying sex determination have not yet deter-
mined how, or even if, the genes controlling male and female
development interact. Several models attempting to incor-
porate DAX-1 and WNT4 into the SRY-based model of sex
determination suggest that the process of sex determination
is a struggle between male and female forces, distinctly
reminiscent of the contest between maleness and femaleness
implied in descriptions of the balance theory of sex deter-
mination. Competitive or contentious mechanisms for these
proteins’ functions are proposed; biologists repeatedly use
language suggesting hostility in what is after all an emo-
tionless set of biochemical processes. One model proposed
that selfish genes engage in intragenomic conflict, and that
DAX-1 may suppress the putative selfish effects of SRY
(Hurst, 1994). Another paper, titled ‘‘Dax1 Antagonizes Sry
in Mammalian Sex Determination,’’ remarks that ‘‘Dax1
functions more as an ‘anti-testis’ gene rather than an ovary
determinant’’ (Swain et al., 1998). Another paper says, ‘‘In XX
gonads . . .NT4 gains control of the gonadal field. . . . [D]ata
strongly support the antagonistic relationship of these
two signaling pathways’’ (Kim et al., 2006). Interestingly,
although there is no evidence that DAX-1 and SRY physi-
cally interact, these authors propose that the DAX1 and SRY
proteins bind to each other. Protein–protein interactions are
common, although it is not customary to suggest explic-
itly, as these authors do, that the two proteins ‘‘struggle
for dominance in a molecular-level wrestling match’’ (Swain
et al., 1998). The emotional language continues in ‘‘Mamma-
lian Sex Determination: A Molecular Drama’’ (Swain and
Lovell-Badge, 1999). Another favored metaphor is militaris-
tic: a review on the genetics of gonad development was ti-
tled ‘‘Battle of the Sexes’’ ( Jameson et al., 2003), and a paper
offers data consistent with a cellular ‘‘arms race’’ between
DAX-1 and SRY (Dabovic et al., 1995). The language chosen
by the biologists studying sex determination suggests an
emotionally charged view of human sexual development as
a struggle between masculine and feminine forces, complete
with weapons, strategy, winners, and losers.

Conclusions

Biological data from human intersex individuals and lab-
oratory research on genes like SRY and DAX-1 (as well as
many others not discussed here) demonstrate that human
female development requires a complex and active pathway,
not merely the absence of SRY. It is, however, clear that
much more scientific attention has been given to the details
of male development, which is now understood in consid-
erable molecular detail. The active male–passive female
paradigm of sex determination persists, both in terms of
where biologists bestow their research attention and in terms
of how we teach students about human sex determination.

2Readers may wonder why the two copies of DAX-1 carried by
XXY males do not result in a female appearance. Understanding the
dosage-dependent effect of DAX-1 is complicated by a phenomenon
called X-inactivation. In females, one of the two X chromosomes is
normally inactivated early in development, so that effectively each cell
has just one working copy of the X chromosome. X-inactivation pre-
sumably explains why the second copy of DAX-1 carried by XXY
‘‘males’’ does not cause them to develop a female reproductive system.
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Standard biology textbooks continue to recount the fa-
miliar version of human sex determination unchanged ex-
cept for added details about SRY function. The 1996 edition
of Keeton’s widely used introductory text, Biological Science,
still says, ‘‘The human Y chromosome bears a gene with
strong male-determining properties. Its product is a DNA-
binding protein that, early in fetal life, binds to numerous
sites on the autosomes, initiating the developmental program
that will produce a male. In the absence of this gene, a female
develops’’ (Gould and Keeton, 1996).

Other texts form a unified chorus:

If the embryo is a male, it will have a Y chromosome
with a gene whose product converts the indifferent
gonads into testes. In females, which lack a Y chro-
mosome, this gene and the protein it encodes are ab-
sent, and the gonads become ovaries. (Raven and
Johnson, 1996)

In general, a single Y chromosome is enough to pro-
duce maleness, even in combination with several X
chromosomes. The absence of a Y chromosomes yields
femaleness. (Campbell et al., 2006)

One of [the genes on the Y chromosome] is the master
gene for male sex determination. Its expression leads
to the formation of testes, the primary male repro-
ductive organs. In this gene’s absence, ovaries form
automatically. (Starr and Taggart, 2001)

Most of the facts given in these texts are solid enough
(although functional ovaries are not formed in XO or XY:S-
RY–deleted individuals as they imply). However, these facts
do not tell the whole story. There is now good evidence
documenting what should have seemed likely from the be-
ginning: that female sex determination requires an ac-
tive developmental pathway, just as male sex determination
does. Arguably the details of this particular issue are less
important than the larger truth they reveal: expectations re-
garding gender behavior can affect scientists’ research focus,
data interpretation, and working models, even at the mo-
lecular levels.

The study of sex determination is certainly not the only
case where biological data were seen through a distorting
lens of gender mythology. In a parallel example, until rela-
tively recently biologists assumed that during human fertil-
ization, the male and female gametes exhibit the same
behaviors that we expect in men and women. Sperm cells
were seen as active, competitive, even rapacious, while the
egg was seen as a passive element in the process, a prize that
went to the fittest sperm (Biology and Gender Study Group,
1989). An even-handed experimental approach that exam-
ined the roles of the egg and the sperm revealed that in fact
the active participation of both cells is required for successful
fertilization (Schatten and Schatten, 1983).

The study of primate social behavior offers another ex-
ample of the question that was not asked. The significant fact
that most primate societies are fundamentally matriarchal
went unnoticed for decades because field researchers focused
exclusively on male–male and male–female interactions, ig-
noring the crucially revealing female–female interactions
(Hrdy, 1981; Gowaty, 1997). Indeed, paternity analysis found
that status in a male hierarchy is unrelated to reproductive
success in many primates (Kolata, 1976).

Feminist biologists have recognized that rigid cultural dis-
tinctions between male and female can interfere with scientific
objectivity by layering cultural expectations about masculinity
and femininity onto biological data concerning the sexes, or
even onto biological systems seen as analogous to the sexes
(Keller, 1985). Bleier (1984) notes that the historical separation
of human experience into mutually contradictory realms, fe-
male and male, engendered our culturally inherited dualistic
modes of thought, and that male–female dichotomy was built
into our ways of perceiving truth.

It would be hard to dispute that every person carries deep
internal preconceptions of a personal nature about sex and
gender. The challenge facing biologists who work either di-
rectly with sex or on systems with historical or current
gender associations (whether of a metaphorical or practical
nature) is to consciously ferret out and eliminate these
sources of bias. A received truth about sex that is intuitively
obvious must always be suspect. If biologists rigorously re-
flect on the questions that are going unasked, as well as those
that form almost automatically in the mental foreground, the
resulting science will be more complete. Such careful appli-
cation of the scientific method, together with thoughtful
critique and analysis by other biologists, offers our best op-
portunity to avoid or detect the failures of objectivity that too
often taint biological studies of the sexes.
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